Gartner predicts that by the end of 2024, 75% of healthcare enterprises will shift from piloting to operationalizing AI, driving a 5X increase in streaming data and analytics infrastructures.

Meet HealthEM.AI — A state-of-the-art scalable AI/ML healthcare informatics data platform that promotes value realization and transformation for healthcare providers and payors.

Ready to Consume Clinical and Non-Clinical Predictive Models

- SDoH Risk Model
- Predicted Cost Model
- Member Retention Model
- Hospital Admission Risk Model
- Readmission Risk Model
- ER Events Risk Score

Market Differentiators
- Better accuracy than industry standards (2-4X higher)
- Chronic models with a built-in module library
- AI/ML models based on client data rather than national data
- Faster and more cost-effective solutions
- Seamless integration with custom applications

Lean & Agile Adoption
- SaaS solution
- Flexible and scalable
- HIPAA compliant
- Explainable AI
- 360-degree model management view

Focus Areas

- Medicare Advantage Plans
- Commercial Contracts
- Provider Groups
- Specialty Services

Focused healthcare AI and Analytics solutions that offer breakthrough features crafted to improve patient outcomes.

Reach out to us at healthem@tredence.com for a demo.

HealthEM.AI is an AI engineering and analytics company that focuses on last-mile delivery of insights into actions by unifying its strengths in business analytics, data science, and software engineering for healthcare clients.